Abstract: This paper rrporte progress ~o w a r d the development of a representation of significant surface rhangrs in dense dept.h maps. N e call tire rrprrwnration thr Swfcce Primal Sketch by analogy with rrpresrat.ations of interioi? chiilges, image strilcture, and changes in curvature of p1;u:;s cnrves. We describe inlplrnlcnted program t l n t delects. iocaiiges. and symbolically describes: stcps, where tl:e surface height function is discontinuous. and roojs, whcrc t,he surface i? continuous bct thc surface normal is disconrirmotlp.. We illustrate the p t~i~r m a n c e of the program on range maps of objects of varying comp!exity.
Introduction
This paper describes an implen~ented program that detects, localizes, nnd syrnbolically drscribes certain typrs of significant surface changes in dmee depth maps.
Specifically, we find steps, whrrc the surface hright function is discontinnous, and roofs, where the surface is continuous hut thr surface normal is discontinuous. Srction 7 illustrates the performance of the program on range maps of objects of varying complexity.
Thr work reported here continues our investigation of surface descriptions Lased on the concepts of diffcrrntial geometry [Drady, Ponce, Yuille. and Asada, 19841 . Section 2 s~rm~nariscs our ideas and shows the kind of geometric ("CAD") dcsLription we are aiming at. An impc~rtant component of our work is the identification and i~olatjon of a .set of critical ~u r f a c e curues, including significant surface changes.
To this end, we report progress on the dcvelopmrnt of a r e p o sentation of significant surface changes. Lye call the representation i h c i n cach case. there are thrrr distinct problf~ns: (i) to detect significant chmgea; iii) to localize those cilangrs as accurately as possible; and (iiij to pym6olicaUy describc those changes. R'e foIIow the apprcach of A3ada and Urady j1984j, as sketched in Sertiou 3. A key componcnt of that approach is scale spare iiltcring, pioneered by Witkin j1983I. Ynillc and Poggio [ I 9 8 h 1083Lj liave provrd that, in principle. scale space filtering rnables a discontinuity to be accurately localized. C'mny [1953] usrs the snlallest scalr at which a given intensity change can Le drtertcd to most accurately localize it.
Onr mi& suppose that the mct.hodp. described in this paper could b r applied strai~hfonvardly to extract significant intrnsiry changrs in iIn;v;rs. considered as surfaces. Ilowrver, we are concerned hcre onIy wit,h the intrinsic geornt,try of surfaceu. To firtd intensity changes, it is nc.crssary to t.AP irradianrtl t:ifccri into at m m t , smce jntenpiiy changes do not always correspond to surfacr <.IL<LII~CR. ~V C h;p,c ~,o plans tu do this. Along t,hosr Lnrs. Raralick, Ihtson. ;111d I.;&y 119831 advocat.e a partirular rcprtwillction of image surfaces.
Brady. Ponce. 1-uillc. and Asada jlO8ii rcport ilitial vxprrirnents that adapt Asada and Dradf? [l98dj dgoritim to find x r f~: r changes.
In Sectlon 4. we describe a nu11111cr of problrrne, tloth ~~~at.hc.rnatic;tl and implcmentational, with that approach. Section 5 d e s c r i h a robust algorithm that solves the problems enunlerated in Section 4 to find roofs and steps. Roofs are found from extrema of curvature (positive maxima and nrgative minima)! whereas steps are found from parabolic points: zero crossings of the Gaussian curvature. Section 7
shows the algorithm at work.
Background
In this section, we recall some of the main features of our work on reprrsenting visible surfaces. We work with dense depth maps that are the output of "shapcfrom" processes such as stereo or, more nsu?lly, with range maps. There a x three pTincipa1 problems to be addressed:
1. Findins surfacr intersections that partition the drpth map into smooth surface patches. This is the problem addressed ia the prrscnt paper. Each surface intersection has a11 associated description that includes its type (&I,, roof, smooth join, etc.). In general, the type may vary along the surface change. If a surface intcrsection has a special property, such a s being plan,ar, it is made part of the description. 2. Generating drxriptions for the smooth surfacr patches that re-3 sult from the partitioning in (I). This is thr problem addressed by Drady, Ponce. Yuille, and Asada [1985] Figure 2 , as well as the surface intersections marked on the oil bottle in Figure 5 . are noted in the representation. The program described in Section 4 cannot compute the asymptote; but that descrihcd in Section 5 can. We may associate a description with a curve that is it surface intersection: but only if it has an important property such rn being planar, For example. a slice of a cylinder taken oblique to the axis of the cylinder produces a planar curve of intersection. Machining operations such m filleting tend to produce planar curves. Similarly. the intersection of a finger of a dextrous robot hand [Salisbury snd Craig 1982, Jacobsen et. al . [1984, 19851 and an object surface is planar. On the other hand, the intersection of two cylinders is uot it planar curve.
Fignrc l h illustrates the representation we are aiming at. The stern of the lightbulb is determined to be cylindrical, because it is nllcd and because it is a surface of revolution. We can compute the axis of the stem. The lndb is detrrmined to he a portion of a sphere, because it is a connectcd region of umbilic points. The center of the sphere can be computed.
Similarly, the center of the spherical portion that forms the thrcadcd end can be determined. The stem is smoothly joined to the bulb. Moreover, the axis of the cylindrical strm pw,ses through the centers of the sphews defined by the bulb and thrcadcd cnd.
Thir. distinguishes the diameters of each sphc:; t,hat are collinear with the stern axis, ihowjilg that the lightbulb is R surface of revolution. The gcometrical primitives can be computed by the algorithms dcscritlcd in Brady, Ponce, Yuillc, and Asada (19851.
Currently, we are working on the inference engine.
Scale space smoothing

Asad& and Brady [1984] introducr a rrpresent,ilt,ion, caUed the Curv a t w e I'rimnl S k~t c h .
of the significant changes of curvature dong a plim,u curve. They describe an algorithm that not orlly detects and 1ocdizes significant changr?, but dcscribej those changes symbolically. The simplest dcscriptor is corner: where two arcs meet continuo11sly but where the tangent is discontir~uous. Other demiptors are cornposed of two or merc inst,ancrs of the corner model. The curve that is input t,o the algorithm is represented hy its tangent O(a), where 8 is the intrinsic arclength coordinate. The algorithrn is based on a mathematical analysis of a set of models that are idealized instances of t h ; descnptors. For example. the CG:IIC~ modo1 is formed by the intersection of two rirclrs. Asada and Brady derive a number of salient features of the curvhture of thr models w they vary with the scale of the smoothing ( G a u d a n ) filtrr. For example. a corner generates a Curvature nnximum, cqui\&~tIy a positive r n~x i~~~u m flanking a negative minimum in tlle first. dcrivativo of curvarure. The height and separation of these peak:! varies in a charactcric fashion over scale. The ealient features are the basis of the tree matching algorithm that locates a curvature change and asigns it a descriptor.
In Section 5 we begin to develop the analogous mathematical framework for significant surface chauges. N e discuss two models that are familiar from Binford and Horn's study of edge finding (Binford 19811. namely the roof and d e p . It would be straight.forward to develop others. For example, a moulding might be defined . w a step up closely followed IJY a step down. analogous to hiarr's [I9761 thin Bar or Asada and Urady's crank. We have not. yet. developed a comprehensive catalog of surface intersections. Only the roof and step models are included in the implemented scale-trpacc matcher, so other mod& are discussed 110 further hcre.
Our surface analysis is local and bascd upon smootl~ing (lordly) cylindrical functions with a Gaussian distribution. This is because of tllc following Theorem, proved in Urady, Ponce, Yuille, and Asada In vector notat,ion, a cylindrical surface has the form r(z,y) = si + yj + f(r)k: and consists of parallel instances of a curve f(z) in the z -z plane. Our models for roof and step correspond to different choices for the function z = f(z).
We now develop an expression for the Gaussian smoothed form of a surface that encompasses the step and roof. The development is foreshadowed in Asada and Brady [1984, page 5ff]. We assume that the surface is givcn in non-intrinsic rectangular Cartesim coordinates, however, since this is most natural from an implementation etan3point. As we shall see: thip causes some diffirulty because curvature is non-linear ia 2'. We discuss the implications for smoothing in Section 6.
Let the curve z = f(x) be defined by where h and c are constants. In this expression, h is the height of the d e p . The roofshape is GcSned by setting h equal to zero. Asada and Brady 119841 show that the result of amoothing this function with a Gaussian distribution is given by where we denote the smoothed curve (Go * f ) by ~~~~~t , , , and where Later, we shall use the following easily proved property of the functions K;:
The fist and second derivatives of Z, , , , , tk are given by
The curvature of the smoothed curve is given by the non-linear expression
Since Asada and Brady [1984] could work with tangent directions O(.s), the Curvature was the linear expression dO(s)/ds, so that the curvature of a smoothed contour is simply the smoothed curvature of :he original contour. This is not the case for surfaces represented as height functions z(z,y). For example, the (constant) curvature of the parallels of a surface of rrvolution are modified (see Figure 4) . The non-linearity affects smoothing too! as we discuss in Section 6.
Surface intersections from lines of curvature
Brady. Ponce, Yuille, and Asada [1985] used the Line of Curvature Theorem directly in a two step process to detect, localize and symbolically describe surface intersections, as follows: 1. Compute the lines of curvature on the surface; 2. Compute significant changes of curvature along the lines of cur-
The lines of curvature are computed using a best-first region growing algorithm [Brady, Poncr, Yuille. and Asada 19851 . A good continuation function is definrci between neighboring points of the surface. The flnction involrrs thr Cartesian distanre between the points and thc inner product of the tangcnt vectors corresponding to the curvature principal directiuns at the two points. The region growing algorithm joins the point, pair whose good continuation hnction is globally least, and incorporates the new iink into the developing net of lines of curvature. Bmdy, Ponce. Yuille. and Asada (19851 show scveral illustrations of the algorithm's performance.
In the second step of finding surface intersections, Asada and Brady's algorithm for computing the Curvaturr Primal Sketch. described in the previous section, is applied to the lines of curvature in turn.
The two step process has been tested on the objects shown in Brady, Ponre. Yuillc, and Ajada [lS85j: a iightbulb, a styrofoarn cy). and a telephone recciver. It is robust and gives good results? suggesting that the method has rompetence. Nevertheless, there are several problems with the method: vature found in the first step.
T h e m e t h o d is inefficient. Typical running times for a smoothed dcpth map that is 128 points square are of the order of one hour. Much of the time is spent on further s~noot.hing each of the (typically hundreds of) lines of curvature at multiple scales, as required by thc Curvature Primal Sketch algorithm.
Multiple multiple smoothing is mathematically confused. The raw surface data is smoothed at multiple scales ui, giving a set of surfaces 2,. The Curvature Primal Sketch algorithm further smooths the lines of curvature of zi at nmltiple scales uj yielding a set of smoothed lines of curvature rfj. There is no obvious relation between the scales ui and uj.
e Discretization makes implementation difficult. The lines of curvature of an analytic surface form a dense orthogonal web. The (smoothed) dcpth .maps we work with are discrete approximations to analytic surfaces. In practice, the lines of curvature found by the two step process arc so~netin~es broken. The lines of curvature near the perceptual join of the strm 'and bull, of the lightbulb shown in Figure 1 illustrates this problem. This is due in part to quantisation effects, but is also became the principal directions change rapidly near surface discontint~ities. This is phy the arnooth join between the bulb and the stem of the lightbulb is not found by the two step process. The success of the two step process suggests that the method is on the right track. The p1oblmns just rnumeratrd suggest that reducing the problem to apply an existing algorithm developc~l for planar cnrves, though expedient, is wrong. Together, these observations suggest that a real tw*dimensional rxtcnsion of the Curvature Primal Sketch should be developed dong analogous lines. The next section reports our progress toward such an extension.
Toward a surface primal sketch
A three-step process
In this section we develop a method for finding roof and step changes in the height of a surface that overcomes the difficulties of the t,wo step process described in the previous section. It turns out that roofs consist of extrema of the dominant curvature: that is, maxima of the positive maximum curvature or minima of the negative minimum curvature. Steps consist of parabolic points, that is zero crossings of the Gaussian curvature.
We have implemented the following three step process that is illustrated in the examples prevented in Section 7:
1 Smooth the surface with Gaussian distributions at a set of scales n;, yielding surfares 2,. Compute the principal directions and curvatures everywhere; 2 in each smoothed surface z;, mark the zero-crossings of the Gaussian curvature and the (directional) extrema of the dominant curvatures;
3 Match the descriptions of the surfaces zi to find points that lie on roof and step surface discontinuities. Note that Brady, Ponce, Yuille. and Asada (19851 investigated parabolic lines and lines of curvature as global descriptors of surfaces. They suggest that such a line needs additional global properties, such aa planarity, to be perceptually important. In this paper, wc are interested in parabolic points and curvature extrema as local cues for significant surface intersections.
We discuss snloothiilg in more detail in the next Section. The computation of prirlcipal curvatures is describcd in Brady, Ponce; YujUe, and Asada 119851. The next two subsections analyze roojs and Is it necessary to use multiple scales to find surface intersections?
Arguments supporting multiple scales for edge finding in images have steps.
hern advanred. elsewhere [see Marr and FIildreth 1980, Canny 1983, Witkin 19831 . However, it might he supposed that it, would be sufficient to smooth depth maps with a single coarse filter. Figure 4a shows that this is not S O . Even after tllresholding! there is still a large curvature extremum in the neck of the bottle running parallel to the axis. This extremum is an artefact of non-linear smoothing, and it cannot be eliminated at a single scale. Instead, we rrject it because it does not change over scale in the characteristic manner of a rooj.
Roof discontinuities
A roof occurs where the surface is continuous but, the surface normal is disroutinuous. The particular instance of a roof that we use as a model consists of two intersecting planes whose normals lie in the z--I plme (so that the line of curvature thcorern applies). Syrrializing Eq. = gcroof($,u), so the distance of the extremum from the oriKin is proportional to u.
We look for points that are local maxima (respectively minima) of the mnxinurn (respectively minimum) curvature in the corresponding dircrtion. The curvature directions can be estimated accurately. w e use non-maximum suppression [Canny 19831 to reject local extrema.
The location of the peak, its height, its type (maximum or minimum), its orientation, are the features we use for the subsequent matching over scales.
6.3.
Step discontinuities A step occurs where the surface is discontinuous. The step that we use as a model consists of two slanted half planes separated by a height h at the origin. It follows from Eq. (7) that away frotn the vicwcr. a i d where thc.rc is typically a substantial depth change betnrcn points on the sn:face of the objcct and the back-;round. In general, the bounding contour is easy to find, even with a simple edge operator or by thresllolding depth values. The problem is how to take the boundary into account when smoothing the surface.
Brady, Ponre, Yoille: and A d a 119851 observed that if the smoothing filter is applied cvrrywhcre~ the surface "melts" into the background and changes substantially. Figure 3 is reproduced from Brady, Ponce, Yuille, and Asada [1985, Figure 12cj and shows this. They snggcsted irlstead using repeated averaging [Burt 1981, 19831 as well as adapting Terzopouios' [I9831 technique of computational rnolacules to prrvent leakage across depth bound;rrieu. This smooths the surface without substantially altering it (see Figure 3c) .
Here we point out a slight difficulty in srnootlring surfaces using the technique illustrated in Figure IC, and suggest a refinement of the technique. Although the smoothed surfare appears to be close to the original, small orientation-dependellt errors are introduced. These er- Figure 121) rors are magnified in computing the curvature (Figure 4a ), to produce "false" curvature extrema near the boundary (compare the overshoot phenomenon in Tcrzapoulos' (19831 work on detecting surface discontinuities). The overshoots do not exemplify Gibbs' ringing as we originally thought. h t e a d , che phenomenon is caused by two effects:
The coordinate frame is not intrinsic. The smoothing filter is applied in the z -y plane: and since this is not intrinsic to the surface, the result is orientation-dependent. For example, the difference between a rylinder and its smoothed version monotonically increases to the boundary from a value of zero where the normal faces the viewer. The first figure is the neck. the second pmt of the body. b. Thn curvature on the slices s j , o~n in a. computed usin6 the intrinsic coordinate method described in the t a t Figure 6 . The joins of the h,andle to the bod? of the coffee mug are camputed by the algorithm^^ described in this paper. Faugetas 11082, 10941) . The circular step edge found on thc !Eft "head" of the part corresponds to a shallow depression whose depth is about one millimeter. This i8 approximately at the resolution limit of the laser scanner. 
